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Executive Summary 
Room to Read is pleased to submit the following proposal to support our efforts to advance gender equality in 
education and children’s literacy skills across Asia and Africa. We truly appreciate your previous investments in 
Room to Read, and we are honored that you have made Room to Read a part of your giving plan.  
 
This proposal highlights the potential impact of your continued partnership with Room to Read and outlines some 
investment options for your consideration.  
 

The Challenge 
Education has a direct impact on health and poverty levels, as well as an indirect effect on many other challenges that 
people face. It is an unfortunate reality that there are more than 67 million children worldwide who do not attend 
primary school, and more than 73 million children globally who do not attend secondary school. Moreover, there are 
an estimated 793 million illiterate adults (ages 15 and above) in the world today, of which 66 percent are female. 
Without access to basic education, current and future generations will face limited economic opportunity and will be 
challenged to realize their full potential.  
 

Room to Read’s Response 
According to UNESCO, literacy is a tool of personal empowerment, supporting learners, especially women, to take 
individual and collective action in various contexts, such as household, workplace and community1. By developing 
literacy skills, the habit of reading, and working towards gender equality in education, Room to Read seeks to 
transform the lives of 10 million children in Asia and Africa by the end of 2015. We focus on two critical areas of 
educational development where we believe we can have the greatest impact: literacy and gender equality in education. 
Our theory of change is as follows: 
 

 

 
 
 
Literacy among Primary School Children 
Room to Read focuses on literacy as the foundation of all other learning by developing reading skills and the habit  
of reading among primary school girls and boys. We work using an integrated system that incorporates the following 
methods in order to best change the tide against illiteracy:  

 School Infrastructure– We work to establish primary school libraries, construct school blocks, and repair 
and renovate existing classrooms and libraries. We also work to improve internal classroom design with 
appropriate lighting, desks, blackboards and child-friendly library furniture in order to build the best 
learning environment possible.  

 Quality Reading Materials – We work to supply appropriate and engaging children’s books and printed 
learning material in classrooms and libraries. We publish both high-quality local language children's books 
and instructional tools that support the development of reading & writing skills. 

                                                                 
1 Education for All global monitoring report 2006: Literacy for life [Chapter 5, Page 138] 
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 Support for Teachers and Librarians– We work to support educators so that they are confident and 
effective in teaching the skills needed to read and write. This support includes trainings for Grade 1 and 2 
teachers both on delivering dynamic classroom instruction and on techniques for teaching. We also work to 
provide librarians the training they need to skillfully manage an effective library and to cultivate a habit of 
reading in students. 

 Research, Monitoring, and Evaluation– We work to conduct high-quality research in order to give 
ourselves objective and accurate answers to questions of program performance. We use a number of global 
indictors to determine whether children are actually learning and developing a habit of reading. By using 
data to drive programmatic decisions, the information we collect and analyze benefits students more 
effectively. 

 Family & Community Engagement– We work to engage communities in early planning and decision-
making; assist school-based committees to support library management, parent meetings, and literacy 
events; and identify and support community members to serve as literacy community mobilizers. 

 
Gender Equality in Education 
Room to Read aims to equalize the secondary school experience for girls, thus promoting quality education for all 
children. Room to Read's programming on gender equality in education includes:  

 Girls' Education program – We provide girls in secondary school with material and  financial assistance, as 
well as tutoring, mentoring, and life skills workshops to ensure their ability to succeed in school and 
beyond. We work with local social mobilizers, parents, and schools to positively change the educational 
environment and address the systemic barriers to gender equality in education. 

 
We are truly grateful for your past generosity as an investor, which has been instrumental in making our efforts to 
scale so successful. To date, Room to Read has benefitted the lives of more than 8.8 million children by providing 
27,159 girls with educational enhancement opportunities and life skills training; establishing 16,549 libraries; 
constructing 1,824 schools; training teachers in literacy instruction across 1,200 schools; publishing 1,027 original 
children's book titles; and distributing more than 14.5 million books.  
 

Proposed 2014 Funding Options 
We have proposed three areas of need below. We hope you will consider funding Option 1 as it will offer us the 
most flexibility in utilizing your investment. Options 2 and 3 highlight even more specific areas that will benefit our 
programs in Vietnam. 
 
In addition, thanks to a group of generous donors, we have 1:1 matching funds available for all unrestricted gifts in 
order to help us reach our goal of benefiting 10 million children by the end of 2015. With your support, we can 
reach even more children and communities with the gift of literacy.   
 

Option 1: Support our Girls’ Education Program in Vietnam 

 
We respectfully request $15,000-$20,000 to support our Girls’ Education program in Vietnam.  A gift of $15,000-
$20,000 will allow 60-80 girls to get much needed educational materials and life-skills support.   
 
Room to Read’s Girls’ Education program was launched in 2001 in response to rising instances of trafficking and 
exploitation across Asia and Africa. Recognizing the various social and economic factors that lead to a girl’s 
exposure to these systems, our current program model uses an integrated blend of academic, material and socio-
emotional support to help participants complete secondary school and gain the skills and methods needed to 
negotiate the range of challenges they face as they work towards this goal. Since its inception more than 11 years 
ago, our global Girls’ Education team has served over 22,000 students. 
 
In 2013, our Vietnam team supported 2,485 girls through the Girls’ Education program. Our team provided girls 
with books, notebooks, school fees, uniforms, sporting uniforms, health insurance, boarding fees and lunch money, 
bus fare, boat fare, and bicycles. We also provided individual mentoring to 523 high-risk girls enrolled in the 
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program. A high-risk program participant is a girl that shows signs of dropping out of school – this could be based 
on irregular attendance, behavior problems at school, or a general disinterest in program activities and/or classwork. 
These girls were provided with one-on-one support from our Social Mobilizers around studying methods, personal 
hygiene and health, parent dynamics and relationships, peer pressure, and peer relationships. These social 
mentoring sessions both alleviate the challenges that exist in these student’s lives and also strengthen the bond 
between these girls and our program staff which enhances their commitment to stay enrolled in the program and 
complete their secondary school degree.  
 
Our Vietnam team has projected that our Girls’ Education program has impacted 2,503 girls.  

 
Option 2: Support our Reading & Writing Instruction program in Vietnam  

 
We respectfully request $20,000-$30,000 to support our Literacy program in Vietnam.  

 
Room to Read’s Reading and Writing Instruction (RWI) program is a school-based intervention that aims to 
strengthen the teaching and learning of reading and writing in the early primary grades. We introduced a partial 
program during the 2011-2012 school year in Grade 1 classrooms at 10 schools in Vinh Long Province.   
 

With your support, our team can work to address fundamental problems that educators face when teaching reading 
and writing skills to first and second grade students. Such problems include: insufficient teacher training, lack of 
instructional materials and a focus on memorization over comprehension often result in low literacy skills. To 
address these issues, we continue to supply classrooms with print-rich material, train teachers in practices that best 
address their community’s need, work with local governments for curriculum reform, and monitor our programs 
effectively. By working with teachers to develop their approach to early-grade literacy instruction, we are thus 
changing the ways that students worldwide learn how to read, building a foundation of education that will empower 
children as lifelong learners. 
 
Room to Read has seen great progress made by students in Reading & Writing Instruction (RWI) classrooms and 
we can unequivocally say that our program has a positive effect on children’s reading fluency.  In Vietnam, we plan 
to review and realign the program with the five components of reading instruction (phonological awareness, 
phonics, fluency, vocabulary and comprehension), including revision of the scope and sequence for Grade 1 
instruction, collaborate with the Ministry of Education to incorporate the RWI program into the entire language 
period and ensure greater involvement by national curriculum experts from the Vietnamese Institute of Educational 
Sciences (VNIES) to align the program with learning needs of the Vietnamese language. 
 

Option 3: Support suite our programs in Vietnam 
We respectfully request $40,000-50,000 to support our suite of programs throughout Vietnam. A gift of $40,000-
$50,000 will benefit 266-333 children.  
 
Despite concerted efforts to improve education by the Vietnamese government through the Doi Moi policy, which 
provides for universal education through the secondary level, the concept of a knowledge-based economy is new in 
Vietnam, and presents many challenges to the education system—particularly in rural areas. 
 
Your investment in our programs in Vietnam will impact the educational landscape there. In Vietnam, we aimed to 
establish 95 libraries, create and print 12 children’s titles, and reach 54 classes in 10 schools with reading and 
writing instruction this year. With your partnership, Room to Read will continue to change the educational 
landscape for children across Asia and Africa. 
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Conclusion  

Thank you again for your past generosity and your continued interest in our work. Room to Read's goal of reaching 
10 million children by the end 2015 is attainable thanks to the continued support of committed partners like you. We 
greatly value your consideration of a new investment in our programs and we thank you for your interest in joining 
our worldwide movement to end illiteracy and gender inequality in education. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


